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INTRODUCTION
The question paper, mark scheme and the pre-release research brief are available from Interchange.

PRE RELEASE MATERIAL
The question paper is based on a pre-release research brief which is issued to centres 6-8 weeks before the examination.
The pre-release brief can be found on Interchange.
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IceCrazy

IceCrazy is a manufacturer of ice cream. Two good friends, Sameer Patel and Janice Williams, set up the
business as a partnership in 1999.
The business was initially very small, employing just two staff in addition to Sameer and Janice. Since then the
business has grown and the factory now employs 25 permanent staff and up to 10 seasonal staff. The factory
is situated on a small industrial estate seven miles from the south coast of England.
The business specialises in supplying high quality, luxury ice cream to a selection of expensive restaurants. In
2016 IceCrazy produced 800 000 litres of ice cream and supplied over 500 restaurant customers in the southeast of England.
Sameer’s background is in marketing and he takes charge of the marketing and sales functions. He has proved
to be especially good at obtaining new clients and retaining their custom. Sameer also oversees the finance
and administration functions. Three permanent office employees assist him in his various responsibilities.
Janice is the production expert. She devises the recipes and oversees all production. In addition she manages
the workforce. Janice would say that her style of management is ‘democratic.’ She likes to involve staff in
decision making. Sameer has criticised her for being ‘too soft’ when disciplinary situations have arisen. Many
of the permanent staff seem to have a lot of unauthorised days off, and seasonal staff rarely seem to stay the
whole season. This has meant that Janice constantly needs to recruit, which she does through the local job
centre.
In 2012 IceCrazy opened its own ice cream café in the centre of the town. This small café has six tables. It
serves lots of delicious sundaes and ice cream combinations using IceCrazy’s own ice cream flavours. The ice
cream café is managed by Tom, the only full-time member of staff. He is assisted by six part-time staff. Three of
these are seasonal employees, employed only in the summer months, who are generally students.
The seasonal nature of the ice cream business means that sales in the café are higher in the summer months.
In July and August huge numbers of tourists flock to this popular seaside town. The town is also a very
popular venue for hen and stag parties. Large numbers of young people visit the town. It is not unusual
for a queue to develop in the ice cream café. Sometimes customers have to be turned away because all of
the tables are full and no takeaway options are available. Out of season the town is still busy with visitors,
particularly at weekends. In the winter season, between October and the end of April, the café has reduced
opening times and is closed on Tuesdays and Wednesdays (apart from the two weeks of the school Easter
holidays when it is open seven days a week). During the winter season Tom and three part-time members of
staff operate the café, engaging a number of students to help out in the Easter holidays.
IceCrazy has a website, which Sameer keeps up-to-date. It is used to promote new ice cream IceCrazy has a
website, which Sameer keeps up-to-date. It is used to promote new ice cream flavours to the general public,
obtain customer feedback and advertise special offers available at the ice cream café. Sameer has also signed
up to a number of social media websites but has not yet made much use of these.
IceCrazy have £35 000 in the bank from retained profits.
The challenge
Despite the recession IceCrazy has seen a year on year growth in its profits. However, its annual accounts for
the last two years display a worrying trend. Growth is slowing down and in April 2016, the business achieved
only a 1% increase in net profit on the previous year.
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Sameer and Janice are worried that if changes are not made, profits may fall, putting jobs at risk in the factory
and ice cream café.
The Options
Option 1 – Open a bigger café
Move the ice cream café to larger premises. The lease on the current property is due to expire at the end of
2016. Sameer and Janice paid £12 000 for the lease 5 years ago and pay a rent of £9000 per year.
Sameer has investigated bigger premises available for rent in the town centre and has found one not far from
the current location. These premises were previously used as a café but considerable modernisation would be
needed. There is space for 15 tables. The property has large sliding windows that open onto the busy street.
This would allow a take-away kiosk to be opened in the summer months.
The capital budget spend is estimated to be £55 000; £5000 to fit out the new premises and £50 000 to buy
the lease. The lease has 10 years to run. Additional revenue expenditure would include £25 000 a year for the
rent. Wages for additional staff would also be required.
Capital investment appraisal suggests a payback period of 3 years 8 months, with an ARR of 27% over the first
five years of trading.
Option 2 – Offer a range of healthier products
IceCrazy could expand the range of products that it offers. In particular, the business could offer a range of
healthier products, such as fresh fruit sorbets and diabetic ice-cream.
This option, Sameer believes, would allow him to expand the product range supplied to restaurants. He
believes that, in addition to the current luxury choice of flavours, this new range would help to increase the
number of restaurant customers to over 1000 within 5 years. Sameer thinks that this extended product range
will be the deciding factor in the decision of many restaurant managers to switch to IceCrazy. In addition, the
business will have several new markets to expand into including the diabetic market, the weight loss market
and the healthy eating market.
The capital budget spend to introduce the new range is estimated at £3000 for new equipment and £4000 for
a marketing campaign.
Capital investment appraisal suggests a payback period of 2 years and 3 months with an ARR of 51% over the
first five years of trading.
Option 3 – Open a soft play facility with on-site ice cream café
The industrial unit next to the factory is empty and IceCrazy could rent these premises, opening a children’s
soft play adventure zone with a difference. The difference would be the on-site ice cream café, catering for all
the family.
Having conducted considerable research into the increasing popularity of soft play facilities, Janice is
particularly keen to pursue this option.
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Janice believes that she would be able to run the facility assisted by current staff that are employed at the
factory. Part-time staff, such as college students, will only need to be hired during busy periods. However,
factory employees are concerned about what their new job roles would be and the pressure of an increased
workload.
The capital budget spend is estimated to be £80 000 to purchase and fit the soft play equipment, kitchen
and café area. Additional funds will also need to be found for planning permission for change of usage for the
building. All employees working in the facility must have Disclosure and Barring Services checks (a check on
their criminal record). Some employees will need to be provided with first aid training. Janice estimates this
will cost £5000.
Janice has been able to negotiate a very competitive rent for the neighbouring industrial unit of £2500 per
month because the property has been empty for some time.
Capital investment appraisal suggests a payback period of 5 years and 2 months with an ARR of 19% over the
first five years of trading.
Appendix 1
Changing tastes in the ice cream industry
Though classic vanilla, chocolate and strawberry remain the world’s most popular ice cream flavours,
increasingly health-conscious consumers are moving away from the large tubs of the past to smaller treats.
They are turning to niche or upmarket brands with unusual or healthier ingredients.
“People either want unprocessed ice cream with latent, functional health benefits, or people are of the
mindset ‘if I’m going to have some ice cream, it’s got to be the good stuff’,” said a global food and drink analyst
at Mintel.
The big ice cream producers have responded with a variety of strategies, including selling off some bulk ice
cream businesses, buying start-up brands, introducing new products and pushing into new markets.
Appendix 2
UK manufacturers’ ice cream sales 2008 to 2014
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Question 1

Mark scheme guidance
1a)

One mark for each correct identification to a maximum of two identifications.
This question assesses synoptic content from Unit 1 LO5 Stakeholders.

1b)

One mark for a correct identification up to a further two marks for an explanation.
For full marks must address the factor of ‘before taking major decisions’.

2a)

One mark for a correct identification.
This question assesses synoptic content from Unit 1 LO4 Financial information.
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Question 2
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Mark scheme guidance
2b)

Up to two marks.
No workings required.
Award full (2) marks for 750000.
Workings should only be marked if the final answer is incorrect. In which case award maximum one mark for the correct
formula, if seen, whether in words or numbers.

2c)

Up to two marks.
No workings required.
Award full (2) marks for 50,000
OFR applies to break-even sales level from 2b: annotate using OFR with ticks to indicate marks awarded.
Workings should only be marked if the final answer is incorrect. In which case award max one mark for the correct formula,
if seen, whether in words or numbers.

2d)

One mark for a correct identification plus a further one mark for an explanation.
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Question 3

10
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Mark scheme guidance
3a)

Up to two marks.
No workings required.
Award full (2) marks for 40.
Workings should only be marked if the final answer is incorrect. In which case award max one mark for the correct formula,
if seen, whether in words or numbers.

3b)

Contains 1 embedded mark from Unit 1.
One mark for a correct identification plus a further one mark for an explanation.

3c)

One mark for a correct identification plus up to two further marks for explanation.
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Question 4

Mark scheme guidance
4a)

For one mark.
Mark as incorrect if more than one item is circled.

4b)

Levels of response

Level 2 (3 – 4 marks)
Candidate explains the benefit(s) to IceCrazy of using Ansoff’s Matrix.
Level 1 (1 – 2 marks)
Candidate explains benefit(s) of Ansoff’s Matrix with no use of context.
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Question 5

Mark scheme guidance
NB: This question includes one embedded marks for applying knowledge from Unit 1 LO2 Functional areas.
Levels of response
Level 4 (10 – 12 marks)
Candidate evaluates the factors that IceCrazy will need to consider when launching the new product range
Level 3 (7 – 9 marks)
Candidate analyses factor(s) that IceCrazy will need to consider when launching the new product range
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Level 2 (4 – 6 marks)
Candidate explains factor(s) that IceCrazy will need to consider when launching the new product range.
Level 1 (1 – 3 marks)
Candidate identifies relevant factor(s) to consider when launching a new product.
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Exemplar candidate work
Question 5 – low level answer
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Commentary
This question requires candidates to consider which factor is the most important for IceCrazy to consider when launching their new
product range into a very competitive market.
The first 16 lines of this answer retell Option 2 of the case study. This scores no marks because it does not answer the question set.
Candidates need to resist the urge of describing the options since they are simply repeating in their own words what the scenario
told them. It can also waste valuable time and result in difficulty completing the paper.
The second paragraph begins with an investment appraisal argument. This may be a valid argument for whether to choose the
option, but again this is not the question set. The question asks candidates to say what factors are important if Option 2 is chosen.
Thankfully, three lines from the end of the response the candidate does mention a factor which needs considering during the
product launch – ‘competitors’. This is an identification of a factor, but with no explanation, so is awarded at Level 1.
The response is awarded a low Level 1 mark.
To improve on this response the candidate needs to suggest more factors that need to be considered when launching a product
e.g. target market, USP, branding, promotion, pricing etc. In addition, to move to Level 2 the answer needs to explain why the factor
is important. In the case of ‘competitors’ reference could have been made to undercutting competitor prices or developing a
promotional campaign that emphasises features of IceCrazy’s products which the competitors cannot match.
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Question 5 – medium level answer
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Commentary
This question is level of response marked.
In paragraph 1 the candidate suggests that advertising is a factor (Level 1). The benefit of advertising i.e. to gain more customers is
explained (Level 2).
Paragraph 2 is incorrect as it considers the business to be a monopoly.
Paragraph 3 suggests another factor ‘niche market’ but gives no further explanation (Level 1).
The final paragraph suggests the health of their local area is a factor (Level 1) and explains the link to getting local people to buy
from them (Level 2).
The response was awarded a mid-Level 2 mark.
In order to move to Level 3 the response needs to analyse some of the factors it considers. For example, in the first paragraph
regarding advertising which leads to more customers, the candidate could have considered the beneficial effects of word of mouth,
or using social media, to increase customer awareness. Alternatively they could have balanced the increased costs of advertising
against any additional revenue it creates.
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Question 5 – high level answer
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Commentary
This is a good answer. It begins by identifying an appropriate factor i.e. the special features of the product (Level 1). It explains the
importance of the special features i.e. use for advertising purposes (Level 2). It analyses the consequence of this i.e. advertising more
effective and therefore more revenue (Level 3). If this answer had stopped at the end of paragraph 1 it would have been awarded a
Level 3 mark of 7.
The second paragraph identifies another factor i.e. price (Level 1). It explains the importance to the business of setting a high price
(Level 2). It analyses the benefits of setting a high price i.e. higher profit margin and, counter-intuitively, possibly increased sales of
the product (Level 3).
The final paragraph makes a justified judgement as to which of the two factors are most important. In sentences 1 and 2 of this final
paragraph the candidate supplies a judgement as to why ‘advertising’ is the most important. The argument would be considered as
generic because it applies to almost all businesses and, if the answer had stopped here, it would be awarded a Level 4 mark of 10.
The final two sentences add some specific contextual detail to the argument i.e. it is ‘diversification’ for the business and the need to
‘taste’ the product. The answer deserves a full 12 marks.
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Question 6
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Mark scheme guidance
6ai)

For one mark

6aii)

One mark for a correct identification plus a further one mark for an explanation.

6b)

One mark for a correct identification.
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Question 6c

Mark scheme guidance
One mark for each correct identification up to a maximum of two identifications, plus a further one mark for each of two
explanations.
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Question 7
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Mark scheme guidance
NB: This question includes two embedded marks for applying knowledge from Unit 1 LO8 Assess business performance.
This question can be answered from a general business perspective or from the perspective of a specific pathway/function (or a
hybrid of both). In all cases the same level of response criteria apply.
Levels of response
Level 4 (13 – 16 marks)
Candidate recommends and justifies which option IceCrazy should take.
Level 3 (9 – 12 marks)
Candidate analyses one or more options under consideration at IceCrazy .
Level 2 (5 – 8 marks)
Candidate explains issues relating to one or more options under consideration at IceCrazy.
Level 1 (1 – 4 marks) Candidate identifies issues related to decision making.
Level 4 evaluation
Award 13 marks for suggesting the most beneficial option for IceCrazy with justification for the choice. Award 14 marks for
suggesting the best option in context with justification.
Award 15 marks for a detailed or specific contextual judgement of the most suitable option.
Award 16 marks for a detailed and specific contextual judgement of the most suitable option.
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